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The Unglaciated Slopes Above Timberline

By Wallace M. Cady Field School 1936

The High Sierra as seen from stones are standing on edge, but

Glacier Point or Half Dome form [ .re not all pointed in the same

a long crest on the eastern horizon, direction . Instead they form a

cut by ancient glaciers into saw- tangled network of rock fragments
toothed peaks and deep rounded pointing in all directions . Evidently

toughs . Here and there along the when they get out on the slope

rid_ e are smooth roling areas un- they have to line up side by side

touched by the ice. The climber to move easily in the common path,

after ascending the steep glacial but on flat surfaces this is not

walls and coming out on there un- necessary.

glaciated a eas finds that they have One other interesting thing may

much gentler slopes and are tra- be seen in the flat places . The

versed by streams of rocks. The stones may be standing on edge in

fragments in these streams are al circles around central areas of

standing on edge pointing down- smaller fragments or mud . Gravity

hill. It i quite obvious to him that certainly hasn ' t influenced this ar-

they a e headed slowly down the r ngement on a flat place . It is hard

mount:inside influenced by the to think of any force other than

force of gravity .

	

frost which could throw the large

How they got started and why fragments together around the rims

they are all standing on edge is not of the circles leaving fine material

quite so obvious . If one wil' follow in the center. Frost is a very active

the rock streams up the mountain agent in the high mountains . Mr.

to a place where the slope levels Francois E . Matthes, who for many

out for a bit, or even to the moun- years has been mapping the geology

tain top, he will see that there, these

	

of Yosemite for the United States
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Geological Survey, has called this intervening belts of finer muddy

general process of frost weathering material form the stone stripes.

nivation, because it is made pos- This phenomenon of rock streams,

sible by the supply of water derived or any migration of weathered ma-

from the melting snowfields or terial down slopes under the in-

neve. He has found that the con- fluence of gravity is called soli-

stantly repeated nightly freezing fluction—soil flow. J . G. Andersson

and daily thawing of this water in first described the slow downhill

the high country is sufficient to movement of frost-split rock frag-

break up and move about rocks of ments as a mountain destroying

any size if given sufficient time . process in the subantarctic moun-

(1) Water at first gets into small tains of the Falkland Islands, (3)

cracks in the solid bedrock and and later W. E. Ekblaw, after

upon freezing expands, pushing the studies in northern Greenland,

rock apart and forcing it up a pointed out that solifluction was a

little . As this continues the frag- process which was at least a part

ments are forced to stand on end of the process of nivation that

to make more room for each other. Matthes had described . (4)

Finally all the bedrock of the Thee features may best be seen

mountain is covered with a mantle on the extreme eastern side of the

of this material, the felsemneer—a pa k where frost work has had a

sea of rocks . The circles of stones chance to attack the slaty bedrock

in flat areas form a honey-combed of such peaks as Mt . Dana or Mt.

pattern or network called the stone Gibbs jut south of Tiogs Pass . The

mesh or stone net . H. M. Eakin fragments produced by frost action

described the formation of stone on these rocks are quite flat and

nets in Alaska as dependent upon give very distinct stone stripes.

the fact that water is held by spots Stone nets are not quite so corn-

of finer material, whereas it tends mon, but small ones have been seen

to drain from the coarser rocks, to in this renion . Streams of stones

that when freezing takes place the are quite plain to one climbing Mt.

clay and small stone areas expand Dana from the Tioga Ranger

and sometimes merge, pushing the Station.

larger drier stones out into rings

	

Fa- ther west on the g : nite peaks

around them. (2)

	

stone nets and stone stripes ae

Where the level areas pass over not co distinct, because the rock

into Elopes the holes in the net be- fragments instead of being flat have

come very much elongated down- an irregular rounded shape . Con-

hill unti l finally the net breaks sequently they do not have the ap-

and the circles of upright stones pearance of standing on edge, nor

pass into downward moving rock can they point in a common down-

st reams . These rock streams with hill direction as do the slate frag-
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ments . Nevertheless, here as farther which received material d irectly

cast the same process of frost work from the rock streams The glaciers

uided by gravity is in force and cut off the lower ends of the rock

taint stone stripes may be dis- streams, deepened the stream val-

cerned. One such set of stripes is leys, and over-steepened their sides,

xeen appearing each season from forming glacial troughs On the

beneath the melting snowfield on sides of these troughs talus slopes

the southern slopes of Mt. Con- are now forming where stones from

Hess . northeast of Tuolumne Mead- the rock streams above, or loose

ows.

	

material from the trough wall, fall

This slow process of frost weath- and accumulate at their sliding

tiring and migration of the Lag- angle—the angle of repose . Talus

ments down from the mountain slopes should be distinguished from

tops was taking place long before rock streams . They are genera'ly

the coming of the glaciers which steeper and rocks slide down over

quick'y eroded the steep sided them flat side down under the pell

valleys of Yosemite. Before gacia-

	

of g city with ]itt'e aid by frost

'ion there were st earn v :lleys

	

work. T'he movement of rock

Studying Geology near Mt . Maclure Glacier
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streams is urged primarily by frost slope and its still active processes

expansion, with the slope, whatever are an interesting phase of the

it may be, merely giving direction sculpturing of Yosemite.

to the motion.

	

The Yosemite Falls Lail zig-zags
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sculpturing in the Alpine zon . e:

Along, eastern border of the

pr,rk on Tioga Crest and the Dana

Plateau, as well as on the western

and southern slopes of North Peak,

White Mountain, Mt . Dana, and

other peaks both to the north and

to the south, may be seen the

marked change in slope or shoulder

separating the deeply eroded sur-

face of glacial and avalanche ero-

sion from the more gently rolling

surface of frost weathering or ni-

vation above . This upland is a relic

of the days of stream drainage be-

fore the glaciers came. It is gener-

ally spoken of as the unglaciated

Chris Jorgensen Collection

Through a recent gift to the Mu-
seum from the Chris Jorgensen es -
tate, a number of Yosemite oils are
now on exhibit in the former Mus-
eum Flower Room. A special issue
of Yosemite Nature Notes will soon
be forthcoming describing the col-
lection and including a biographical
account of the artist.

Snow Remains Late in Valley

On June 20, a 12 foot bank of
snow was observed at the base of
the Cathedral Rocks only 500 feet
above the Valley floor .
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Story of a Hunk of Sour Dough
By C. A. Harwell, Park Naturalist

A recent visitor to the Yosemite have something to raise the bread.

Museum recalled the fact that her In those days you kept some sour

mother, Mrs . Ida E ' a Lambert, now dough out whenever you baked

living in Oklr.homa, had visited for the next batch of bread, well

Yosemite at the age of seven on they had no sour dough . They call-

Aug .isl 7, 1861. She is perhaps Yo- ed on Mr . James Lamon asking him

wutite's earliest living tourist . She for some . He said, ` Yes, I have a

mime in with her parents from the hunk of sour dough around here

nearby mines. Her daughter re- somewhere, ' and he started look-

r oun :ed to me the lu lowing story

	

ing in the cupboards, in the re-

which illustrates some of the hard-

	

ceptacles and all through his cabin,

hips endured by early day tour- but he could not find it . Finally he

lots and demonstrates the g eat

	

got a great big stick and swung it

hospitality of Yosemite 's first set-

	

back and forth under the bed and

Ilex, Mr . tames Lamon . Mr. Limon out came old shoes, socks, dirt and

planted his orchards and built his

	

saddle . Away in the back near

i abin near the present Camp Curry . the corner he scraped out a great

This must have happened in the big ba - ] of sour dough . ' Here 's your

later 60's about 1869 or 1870 . My hunk ' he said, `I just knew I had a

mother came in with a group parry, hunk of sour dough around here

quite a fairly large patty in those somewheres .' My mother peeled
d . ys of seven or eight people . They it off and way down in the center
camped here in their own tents

which they brought with them
. It she found a littleclean sour dough.

o happened that they ran out of So that made their bread, thanks

bread . They had the necessary to Mr. Lamon, but they kept some

flour but of course, they had to

	

cleaner dough for next time"

Cover cult courtesy of Standard Oil Co . of Calitornia
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A Renegade Sparrow Hawk
By ERNEST A. PAYNE Ranger-Naturalist

Sometimes evidence forces us to are insects and small mammals. If

admit the errors of our woodfolk the bird garnishes a dish of grass-

friends, notwithstanding our desire hoppers, moths and mice with a fat

to be loyal . The sparrow hawk has nestling occasionally — why not?

long been a raptorial favorite of Does it not deserve a little dessert?

mine, but his reputation and rating In some sections of California men

received a severe blow by the vil- are hired to shoot and poison black-

lanous conduct of one of his clan .

	

birds, especially red-wings, with the

About noon on June 20, 1936, we slaughter tabulated in the thou-

were crossing the Sentinel Meadow sands . Why then, should we perse-

making our way toward the Sen- cute and black-list a species of hawk

tinel Bridge and Old Village when for the acts of a few in taking a

suddenly, cries of avian despair and nestling now and then as legitimate

rage that bespoke tragedy and crime food?

reached us . From the marsh grasses The little black-masked sparrow

in which a colony of red-wing hawk is still rating high with me!

blackbirds were nesting, a bird

somewhat larger than a blackbird
RANGER REYMAN REPORTS

arose slowly and with difficulty . In

its talons the outlaw clutched a

	

Down at Yosemite Lodge where

burden that interfered materially the six inch steam pipe runs from

with its escape. When the noisy the laund
. y boi ers to the Lodge,

procession approached the spot during the extreme cod weather of

where we were standing, it was clear January and February, deer took

that the invader was a sparrow hawk advantage of the fact the warmth
and that the cumbersome Ioad he had melted the snow off for a width

carried was a blackbird ne tlinn .
of about three feet . I often saw the

One by one the blackbirds aban- deer come down there and bed
down on it at night . February 15, I

doned the chase and returned to
went over there at 4 :00 in the morn-

the meadow pool and for some time

continued the bedlam of which dis- ing and found five deer asleep.

turbed red-wing blackbirds are Evidence was they had been there
all night. Just goes to show how

capable . With labored wing beat the

hawk disappea*ed among the cotton- smart animals are and how they

woods in the diie_tion of Yo emit=
profit by human proximity.

Lodge .

	

February 19 an adult California

In defense of the sparrow hawk Wildcat showed uo at the Fish

as a species, most authorities agree Hatchery practica'ly begging for

that the chief items in its hill of fare

	

food .
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NEW TYPE DIME BANK

By Ranger John Bingaman

r While erecting tents in the em-

ployees section of Camp Curry on

April 29, Edward Warner, Yosemite

ark and Curry Company em-

loyee, discovered an unusual nest

Under one of the tent platforms.

The nest was that of the Streator

Wood Rat (Neotoma fuscipes strea-

tori), commonly ca led the pack or

trade rat.

Upon examining the nest it was

found to be composed of more or

less alternate layers of leaves,

needles and sticks, then a layer of

dlme ; . Alto ether 118 dimes were

' found in severa' distinct layers.

Ju-t why the Neotoma concen-

tr ted its efforts on coins of one

di nominaton is hard to say but a

po„sible explanation is that some

waitress placed all her dime tips

in some open container on her

dresser from which the pack rat

helped itself.

STUFFING FOR

SQUIRRELS NESTS

By Ranger Lon Garrison

While in Sequoia National Park,

I s:w a Sierra Creeper's nest in a

small hollow in the bark of a Se-

' 4uoia gigantea . It occured to me at

hat time that Sequoia bark must

make excellent nest material, being

I
nractically fire and vermin proof.

In Mariposa Grove of Big Trees.

he past summer, a number of small

Sequoia' s near the Telescope Tree

were observed to be partially

stripped of the outer bark. The

crmbium layer was not injured, and

the bark taken from spaces about

two feet square only . Inspected by

Entomologists Yuill and Struble,

they could find no evidences of ex-

tensive enough insect workings to

make it possib'e that the bark was

torn away by woodpeckers search-

ing for larvae. A number of other
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trees through the grove showed the

same condition at various times

during the summer.

A reliable report to me indicates

t h a t occasionally the Dougles

Squirrels use Sequoia Bark as nest

material, and it would seem prob-

able that that is the explanation

of the bark removal . It would make

ideal lining for such a purpose—

soft, spongy, warm, and full enough

of tannin to discourage lice and

other vermin . It seems odd that

more animals do not make use of

it . Maybe they do, but have not

been observed doing it.

ARBOREAL CROTALUS

By Ranger Lon Garrison

A tree climbing rattlesnake was

reliably reported from Bubbs Creek

in the King 's River country by two

visitors who made a camping trip

into that region in 1935. When seen,

the snake had crawled through the

crevices in the bark of a white fir,

and was about ten feet above the

ground. It rattled savagely, but was

unable to strike effectively, and

also apparently unable to turn

around and get back down. In at-

tempting to dislodge the snake, it

was accidently killed . It was re-

ported to me by Dr. E. C. Howe,

of Wellesley College, and Dr. Elmo

Robinson of San Jose State College

who showed me the pictures of the

snake in the bark cracks .

SINGING PORTAL

By Ranger Lon Garrison

In the course of my road patrols,

and the use of the telephone at the

Southwest portal of Wawona Tun-

nel, I noticed that my voice was

tremendously amplified when I

spoke facing the tunnel . I experi-

mented with singing, and found to

my surprise that due to the lag in

the echo and the amplification, it is

po . sib:e to sing singly every note

of a chord, and then hear the whole

harmonic in the echo . Experiments

reveal that women 's voices do not

react the same as men 's, and a

oho- d starting about at 'ow A or
even lower works best . The lag is

more pronounced in the low notes

than the higher, so they must be

sounded longer to get the blending.

Standing near the telephone, fac-

ing down the tunnel, the result is

best obtained by singing Do-o-o-o.

Mi, Sol, Do. It sounds not unlike

the fading away of the final chord

of a men ' s choral . It is something

worth bringing to public attention.

It does not work from the lower

end of the tunnel, and only poorly

from the middle adit . The explana-

tion is probably that the wind is

always blowing through the tunnel

up river, and that aids in carry-

ing the sound waves, also, they re-

echo better f-om the smooth con-

crete wa'ls of the upper end of the

tunnel .
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